The Series 4 operatory package combines design simplicity with style at a price that fits any budget. At DCI, we are committed to delivering easy-to-use, high-quality, high-value products you can count on.

Swing Mount Delivery System

Delivery system and light easily convert from left to right handed operation.
Post Mount Delivery System

The post mount delivery system features an integrated vacuum trap, water system, as well as air and water quick connects.
For over 30 years, DCI has been the industry’s trusted source for the most reliable dental parts on the market. Creating long lasting, easy to maintain dental equipment defines our culture. As a result, DCI is the preferred brand among service technicians, setting the standard for reliability.

**Low Maintenance**
Simple design with high quality components improve reliability and ease of service.

**Cuspidor**
Durable metal construction with porcelain bowl.

**Rear Assistant’s Package**
Mounts to rear of chair, includes chair touchpad.

**Telescoping Assistant’s Package**
Featuring the most reliable, ergonomic syringes and vacuum valves on the market.
Series 4 Cart System
Sturdy metal frame on adjustable cart base comes standard with DCI self-contained water system and junction box with utility center.

Operatory Support Cart
Featuring a durable wood top and high quality assistant’s instrumentation. Available with optional storage organizer.

800-624-2793 | www.dcionline.com
GET COMFORTABLE, STAY HEALTHY

The DCI Edge operatory chair provides comfort, style and efficiency. Our engineers have designed an ergonomic chair that combines a thin, narrow back with a low chair height. This allows you to be in the proper working position regardless of patient size.
Headrest Scoop
Headrest and back design support patients of all statures

Thin/Narrow Back
Thin, narrow back design provides comfortable, ergonomic access to the oral cavity

Foldout Armrests
Armrest rotation facilitates easy entry and exit of patients

Heavy-duty Construction
High quality steel and aluminum castings stand the test of time
DCI's Series 4 operatory light was engineered utilizing reflective LED technology to deliver next level lighting performance. The brand new design blends innovation with beauty on every level, redefining what you should expect from an operatory light.

**Advanced Features**

3rd Axis Rotation for improved positioning.

Dual Membrane Integrated Touch Controls allow you to easily access and control three intensity settings of 17,500, 26,000 and 35,000 lux.

**Durable Design**

DCI’s heavy-duty metal structure and handle design along with high quality components demonstrate a strong commitment to building the highest quality dental equipment.
Mounting Configurations

- Post Mount Light
- Track Mount Light
- Ceiling Mount Light
Upgrade your delivery system
without the expense of a new chair!

Understanding your need for value, DCI has developed the only delivery system that can retrofit to most dental chairs.
Manufacturers using gray paint:
- A-dec (older style)
- Beaverstate
- DCI
- DCI Equipment
- Engle
- Marus
- Midmark
- Pelton & Crane

Manufacturers using white paint:
- A-dec (newer style)
- Belmont
- ILS
- Planmeca
- Proma/Royal
- Summit
- TPC

---

### Chair adapters to mount to existing chairs

#### Swing Mount Chair Adapters
- **PN 4489** A-dec® Cascade 1040
- **PN 4491** Marus DCI490, DCI690, DC1700, DC1702, DCI Equipment 1235
- **PN 4492** Belmont X-Calibur B-20, B-50, Healthco Celebrity
- **PN 4501** AcuTrac B-99, S-99
- **PN 4489** A-dec® Cascade 1040
- **PN 4498** A-dec® Priority Chair Adapter 1005
- **PN 9246** A-dec® Decade Chair Adapter 1021

#### Post Mount Chair Adapters
- **PN 8522** A-dec® Cascade
- **PN 8515** A-dec® Priority
- **PN 8500** A-dec® Decade 1020, 1021 & 1015
- **PN 8538** A-dec® 500
- **PN 8493** Belmont Bel 20, Westar 2001, Westar 5000, LSM DC-1000, LSM CoHo
- **PN 8552** DentalEZ E3000
- **PN 8919** Pelton & Crane Spirit 1500/2005, Marus Empire
- **PN 8561** Marus Pro (RH) 1300-1600, DCI Equipment (RH)
- **PN 8497** Royal
- **PN 8918** Pelton & Crane Spirit 1500, 1800, 2005, 3300, Marus/Schein Empire
Started over 30 years ago, DCI was founded on three guiding principles: making our customers’ lives easier, providing dental care for those in need, and enhancing the lives of our employees. These principles give us our edge. It’s an edge we want to pass along to you.

DCI is a family owned company for two generations which is based in Newberg, Oregon, the heart of dental equipment manufacturing in America. Over the years, John & Jason Spencer redefined the dental landscape by designing dental equipment that challenged the status quo. Today, the family brings their design expertise and commitment to value and service to the forefront with the DCI Edge Series 4 Operatory Package.